Social Investments Approved in 2020 US$50.000+

&

12 + months of duration

Period: January - December 2020

Investment
Number

Supported
Program

I-2020-04078

Global South
Initiative

MiningWatch Canada

I-2020-04077

Global South
Initiative

I-2020-04076

Amount
Approved
US$

Amount
Disbursed
US$

Main Objective

Start Date

Duration
in Months

FORGE Docket 2: Mining Watch Canada

Expand networking capacity, expose the harms and profiteering of the mining industry
during the pandemic, and increase the global scope and representation of MiningWatch's
research by welcoming organizations from Africa, Asia, and Europe.

01/dez/20

12

110.000

0%

110.000

In progress

Asia Floor Wage Alliance (AFWA)

FORGE Docket 2: AFWA

Build leadership of women garment workers so they can lead struggles for decent work
at national and international levels; investigate and document cases of Gender Based
Violence and Harassment in factories where conditions have worsened during the
pandemic; and organize women workers to negotiate and demand brand accountability.
With its Women’s Leadership Committee, AFWA will also restore a gender focus as the
world gets ready to plan for post-COVID life, and ensure that a gender lens will be central
in evaluating and implementing remedies, policies, and relief.

01/dez/20

12

110.000

0%

110.000

In progress

Global South
Initiative

AIDA

FORGE Docket 2: AIDA PORCION FA

Implement a regional effort in Latin America to unite existing, separate movements
around a focus on climate justice and solutions that center human rights, gender, social
welfare, and democracy as priorities within the proposal for a just recovery.

08/dez/20

12

97.032

0%

97.032

In progress

I-2020-04074

Global South
Initiative

GRAIN - Genetic Resources Action FORGE Docket 2: GRAIN
International

01/dez/20

12

110.000

0%

110.000

In progress

I-2020-04073

Global South
Initiative

APMDD - Jubilee South Asia
Pacific Inc

Re-center solutions to current global crises (the pandemic, along with climate, hunger
and inequality) towards local, environmentally-sustainable production, trade and
consumption of food. Build stronger alliances to confront power imbalances and their
impacts on local communities by exposing the actors and actions influencing the global
economy during this time of crisis, and bolstering collective strategies with partners
across the world.
1. Enable and empower people and communities to deal with the multiple crises they are
facing and support rebuilding towards resilient, gender just, equitable and post carbon
systems by promoting calls for: a) scaling commitments and delivery of climate finance,
and b) increasing appropriate financing for responses to COVID-19 and the related
economic fall-out.

01/dez/20

12

110.000

0%

110.000

In progress

03/dez/20

12

110.000

0%

110.000

In progress

Implementing Organization

Name of the Investment

FORGE Docket 2: APMDD

2.Promote calls and demands for economic recovery packages that are consistent with
and that support, not undermine, climate actions for mitigation, adaptation and
addressing loss and damage. This involves monitoring, evaluating, analyzing, and
building consensus among CSOs, and ensuring greater coherence between the policies
and programs funded through both climate finance and COVID-19 fiscal response
measures.
Contribute to an inclusive and fair recovery for all, with policies in favor of the 2030
Agenda and climate goals, through a global joint action that includes i) capacity building
in didactic language to reach out to social movements and diverse population so that
they can more meaningfully and actively engage in action and advocacy, and ii) advocacy
actions at the G20 Finance Ministers meetings, meetings of the International Financial
Institutions (Spring & Annual), the G7 Summit (summer 2021) under the UK Presidency,
the COP26 processes and African Union Finance Ministers meetings.

% Counterpart

Status

I-2020-04072

Global South
Initiative

Latindadd

FORGE Docket 2: Latindadd

I-2020-03914

Innovation for
Democracy

IDEC - Instituto Brasileiro de
Defesa do Consumidor

INDELA 2020: IDEC 2020

1. Build and disseminate knowledge about the interface between consumer law and data
protection in Latin America.
2. Strengthen the presence of consumer protection organizations in the field of data
protection.
3. Promote the coordination of the two communities (consumer protection and digital
rights) to act in national and regional contexts.

01/out/20

15

50.000

0%

25.000

In progress

I-2020-03905

Innovation for
Democracy

Fundación para la Difusión del
Conocimiento y Desarrollo
Sustentable Vía Libre

INDELA 2020: Fundación Vía Libre

Develop and promote the adoption of an information security policy (aimed at
prevention, building a chain of responsibilities, and joint work with the Infosec
community) that goes beyond the concept of cybersecurity in a punitive sense. Promote
public-private cooperation with multiple actors in an information security policy for the
protection of citizen data.

17/set/20

18

60.000

0%

30.000

In progress

Investment
Number

Supported
Program

I-2020-03901

Sustainable
Cities

Mano a Mano Perú

Resiliencia y Covid-19 Perú: Mujeres
constructoras en una comunidad
resiliente: reactivación económica
virtuosa, economía circular, espacio
público y empoderamiento femenino

I-2020-03879

Innovation for
Democracy

Asociación Aguayo

I-2020-03876

Global South
Initiative

I-2020-03858

Amount
Approved
US$

Amount
Disbursed
US$

Start Date

Duration
in Months

Improve the resilience capacities of six AAHH La Ensenada communities through
community involvement and the empowerment of groups of women builders which, in
turn, will improve their income, autonomy, and employability.

07/set/20

12

60.003

0%

24.000

In progress

INDELA 2020: Asociación Aguayo y
Fundación InternetBolivia.org

1. Develop and socialize legislative frameworks for the protection of personal data and
universal access to the internet from an intercultural and municipal perspective in three
municipalities of Bolivia.
2. Develop the capacities of academics and social and political leaders regarding digital
rights.
3. Position the agenda of two digital rights in Bolivia based on its consolidation within the
framework of Plural Justice and its socialization.
4. Provide support in the debate and approval process of the laws in three municipalities
and in indigenous or Afro-descendant communities.

01/out/20

12

60.000

0%

30.000

In progress

DATA - Datos Abiertos,
Transparencia y Acceso a la
Información

INDELA 2020: DATA

1. Develop a copyright status in Uruguay and other countries in the region.
2. Consolidate a space for dialogue and coordination that facilitates the joint drafting of a
platform for advocacy on copyright reform.
3. Strengthen the capacities of national social organizations to exercise digital rights.
4. Develop a report on the responsibility of internet intermediaries.

17/set/20

18

60.000

0%

30.000

In progress

Global South
Initiative

Remake

FORGE - Remake

Address the long-term impacts from the economic fall-out of declining sales on garment
workers’ lives by advocating to focus brand sustainability commitments around worker
wages and safety nets, advocating for the implementation of more equitable contracts
between buyers and suppliers, and pushing for greater transparency around purchasing
practices to create systemic change.

27/jul/20

13

75.000

0%

75.000

In progress

I-2020-03857

Global South
Initiative

ITUC

FORGE - ITUC

30/jul/20

12

75.000

0%

75.000

In progress

I-2020-03856

Global South
Initiative

Derecho Ambiente y Recursos
Naturales

FORGE - DAR

Build workers' power in the context of the pandemic and prepare affiliates for organizing
and power building through the scaling up an online training and mentoring program.
Through the ITUC’s Global Organizing Academy, unions around the world will build the
capacity of lead organizers to using online platforms to engage workers in their
workplaces and communities.
Support communities that have been ignored and marginalized by DFIs (including as part
of DFIs’ COVID-19 responses) by meeting their immediate needs and seeking redress for
impacts related to development activities.

19/ago/20

12

200.000

0%

150.000

In progress

I-2020-03853

Global South
Initiative

International Domestic Workers
Federation (IDWF)

FORGE - IDWF

Strengthen collective organizing, affiliate leadership, and the campaigns of the Domestic
Workers Federation so that it may continue advocating for the recognition of domestic
work as formal employment, thereby allowing domestic workers to benefit from COVID19 support and stimulus packages, as well as from economic recovery programs.

19/ago/20

12

100.000

0%

75.000

In progress

I-2020-03645

Sustainable
Business and
Finance

WTT BRASIL

Fortalecimento e internacionalização de
Fundación WTT 2020

Support the organizational development of the WTT Foundation so that it can advance in
the creation of impact businesses focused on technological innovations that generate
and expand solutions to major social and environmental challenges.

26/fev/20

12

84.403

0%

84.403

In progress

FGRA 1011: Cántaro Azul.

Contribute to improving the management and sustainability of the Community
Organizations of Water and Sanitation Services in Mexico, and support their
incorporation as influential actors in the water and sanitation agenda, from the local to
the national level.

18/jan/20

15

62.157

0%

62.157

In progress

I-2019-03540

Implementing Organization

Access to Water Fundación Cántaro Azul A.C.

Name of the Investment

Main Objective

% Counterpart

Status

